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• Which comes closest to your feelings about school teachers using social networking 

sites like Facebook or Twitter to interact with their students?   1.  It's okay as long as 
their behavior is appropriate, 2.  It's only OK if they are using it for academic reasons, or 
3.  Teachers really shouldn't interact with their students this way. 

 
Older Americans disapprove of social networking between teachers and students, but younger 
Americans are more accepting. 
 
Should teachers be using social networking sites like Facebook or Twitter to interact with their 
students?   24% of Americans don’t see any problem with it as long as their behavior is 
appropriate, while another 27% think it’s okay only if it’s specifically being used for academic 
reasons.  Nearly half, however, think teachers shouldn’t be doing this under any circumstances.  
 
Younger Americans are more tolerant of non-academic interactions between teachers and 
students:  44% think it’s okay as long as the behavior is appropriate.  This percentage drops to 
13% among adults between 45 and 64 and just 10% of those 65 and older. 
 

Teachers Using Social Networking with Their Students 
      Total  18-29 30-44 45-64 65+ 
 It’s okay if behavior is appropriate 24%  44% 28% 13% 10% 
 It’s okay only for academics  27  15 32 32 30 
 Teachers shouldn’t do it  45  41 40 51 50 
 

• If you were given $100,000 worth of counterfeit $100 bills, what would you do? 1.  Try to 
spend them all, 2.  Spend one or two, but that's it. Or 3.  Not spend any. 

 
Eight in 10 Americans would steer clear of free counterfeit cash. 
 
An overwhelming majority of Americans say they would resist the temptation to slip a few 
counterfeit bills into circulation if they suddenly found themselves with $100,000 worth of 
counterfeit $100 bills.  83% of Americans say they would not spend any of them, while 10% 
would test out a couple, and another 6% would go on a spending spree.   
 
Americans under 30 are either less risk-averse or less concerned with the moral implications of 
using fake money to buy stuff:  a third would spend at least some of the bills and 14% would try 
to spend them all.  Americans between 30 and 64 are far more cautious:  85% of those between 
30 and 44 and 92% of those between 45 and 64 would not use any of the bills.  When 
Americans hit senior the start to become more likely to spend those bills:  seniors are almost 
twice as likely (12%) as Americans between the ages of 45 and 64 (6%) to use at least some of 
the counterfeit bills. 
 

What Would You Do With a Wad of Counterfeit $100 Bills? 
     Total  18-29 30-44 45-64 65+ 
  Spend them all   6%  14%   5%   1%   5% 
  Spend one or two 10  18 10   5   7 
  Not spend any  83  67 85 92 84 
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Though most Americans of all income groups would refrain, Americans with less of their own 
real dollars are more likely to spend fake ones.  Nearly one in four Americans making $15,000 
or less a year would spend at least some of the counterfeit money; this is true of just 8% of 
those earning $100,000 or more. 
 

• In which one of the following professional sports do you think athletes are most likely to 
sustain a permanent injury that will affect them after they retire? 1. NFL football, 2. 
Martial arts, 3. Boxing, or 4. Hockey. 

 
Football is seen as the most dangerous sport for long-term health. 
 
Nearly half of Americans see football as the sport with the most potential for serious injury 
among its athletes once they retire.  Football, which has recently come under Congressional 
scrutiny for its potential to cause long term brain injuries, is the top choice among all age groups 
(49%), but particularly those 65 and older (61%).  Football is the favorite over boxing (36%), and 
both sports are far ahead of hockey (8%) and martial arts (4%). 
 

Which Sport is the Most Dangerous for Long-Term Health? 
     Total  18-29 30-44 45-64 65+ 
  NFL Football  49%  46% 49% 47% 61% 
  Boxing   36  30 40 41 26 
  Hockey    8  15   7   6   6 
  Martial Arts    4    6   3   3   3 
 

• Would you discourage a high school senior that you knew well from attending Penn 
State University, or not? 

 
Most Americans wouldn’t warn students away from Penn State. 
 
In spite of the recent well publicized scandal plaguing the institution, most Americans wouldn’t 
try to dissuade a high school senior they knew well from applying to Penn State University.  9% 
would try to divert them to somewhere else, but 84% would not.  Large majorities of men and 
women of all ages feel the same. 
 

Would You Discourage Someone from Attending Penn State? 
     Total  Men Women 
   Yes    9%    8% 10% 
   No  84  86 82 
 

• Which one of the following surnames do you think is the most common in the United 
States  1.  Evans, 2.  Garcia, 3.  Lee, 4.  Hill, or 5. Smith? 

 
Most Americans say “Smith” is the most common surname in the U.S. 
 
Two-thirds of Americans pick Smith is the most common surname in the United States from a 
list of five choices, a statistic that was corroborated at least as recently as the 2000 Census.  
Garcia – which broke into the top ten in 2000 – is chosen by 20% of Americans, while very few 
pick Lee (5%), Evans (2%), or Hill (1%).  Garcia is most often perceived as the most popular 
last name in the West (32%), the region with the largest Hispanic population.   
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Most Common Surname in the U.S.? 
  Total  Northeast Midwest South  West 
Smith  66%  63%  77%  66%  57% 
Garcia  20  17  14  18  32 
Lee    5    6    4    6    3 
Evans    2    3    1    3    * 
Hill    1    1    1    1    * 
*Less than 0.5% 
 

• Which of the following types of organizations are you most likely to donate money to?  1. 
A religious institution, 2. Your alma mater or child's school, 3.  A public radio station, 4. 
An arts institution, 5.  An aid relief organization, 6. Something else, or 7.  None, I don't 
share with others? 

 
Americans pick religious institutions as their top choice for financial donations. 
 
Nearly all Americans say they are likely to donate money to somebody, and the top choice for 
where that money goes is a religious institution.  31% are most likely to give their money to 
religious organizations, ahead of aid relief organizations (20%), their alma mater or child’s 
school (13%), an arts institution (5%), or public radio (4%), though 23% would give their money 
to something else entirely.  Among Catholics, aid organizations (23%) are almost as popular as 
religious institutions (28%), while Protestants (44%) and evangelicals in particular (57%) favor 
religious institutions by a wider margin.  Americans who say they have no religion are most 
likely to donate to aid relief organizations (29%). 
 

Which Are You Most Likely to Give Money To? 
    Total Protestants Catholics Evangelicals No religion  
Religious institution  31% 44%  28%  57%    3% 
Aid relief organization  20 18  23  12  29 
Alma mater/child’s school 13   9  18    7  16 
Arts institution     5   4    1    4  10 
Public radio     4   2    1    2  11 
Something else  23 20  25  14  29 
None      4   2    3    4    5 
 

• Which mythical creature do you think is most likely to actually exist 1. Bigfoot, 2.  The 
Loch Ness Monster, 3.  Vampires, 4.  Fairies, or 5. Unicorns? 

 
Americans think they’re more likely to run into Sasquatch than Nessie. 
 
In a battle of the most plausible cryptid, Bigfoot is seen as more likely to exist than many other 
rumored or mythologized creatures.  Supposed sightings of the creature range throughout North 
America, and perhaps because of this, twice as many Americans feel Bigfoot is more likely to 
exist (40%) than the more localized Loch Ness Monster rumored to exist in the highlands of 
Scotland (20%).  Few Americans choose unicorns (7%), vampires (6%), or fairies (4%).   
 
Bigfoot is the favorite of Americans regardless of their education levels, though college 
graduates (26%) are more likely to favor the Loch Ness Monster than those without degrees 
(18%). 
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Which Is Most Likely To Exist? 

    Total  College degree No Degree 
Bigfoot    40%  33%   42% 
Loch Ness Monster  20  26   18 
Unicorns     7    4     8 
Vampires     6    4     6 
Fairies      4  10     2 
 

• All other things being equal, would you say a man wearing a beard gives a more 
favorable impression, a less favorable impression, or does a beard not affect your 
impression at all? 

 
Beards make little impression, though women dislike them more than men. 
 
Facial hair may go in and out of style, but beards make little impression on most Americans.  
Two thirds of Americans say a beard has no effect on their impression of a person, but among 
those who say a beard does matter, more say it makes a less favorable impression (23%) than 
a more favorable impression (9%).  Women are more likely to dislike beards than men:  28% of 
women say a beard gives them a less favorable impression of a person, compared to 18% of 
men. 
 

How Does a Beard Affect Your Impression of Someone? 
      Total  Men Women 
   More favorable   9%  10%   9%  
   Less favorable  23  18 28 
   No effect  66  71 61 
 

• If all food only had one flavor, which of the following would you most like that flavor to be 
1. Steak, 2. Chocolate, 3. Broccoli, 4. Watermelon, or 5. Mashed potatoes? 

 
Women would like a world that tastes like chocolate, but men prefer steak. 
 
Men and women differ in their choice of the ultimate food flavor.  When asked which flavor they 
would most like their food to taste like if it all had to taste the same, men choose the flavor of 
steak first (43%), while a nearly equal percentage of women choose chocolate (42%).   
 
But when men get older, their sweet tooth comes out.  Men over 65 – like their women 
counterparts, strongly favor the flavor of chocolate (38%) over steak (25%). 
 

If All Food Had One Flavor, Would You Like it to Be…? 
    Total  Men Women  Men 65+ Women 65+  
 Chocolate  34%  26% 42%  38%  41% 
 Steak   30  43 18  25  17 
 Watermelon  16  13 18  14  13 
 Mashed potatoes 12  11 13  15  15 
 Broccoli    6    5   7    3    9 
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• Compared to people your own age or younger, would you say you find it harder to trust 
people older than you, easier to trust people older than you, or does age not make any 
difference? 

 
Most Americans don’t have trouble trusting those older than them. 
 
The old adage of the 60s youth movement “never trust anyone over thirty” may not be 
resonating with today’s youth – or with anyone else.  Seven in 10 Americans overall and two-
thirds of those under 30 say age doesn’t matter, while 25% of Americans find it easier than 
trusting people their own age or younger.  Just 3% of Americans overall and just 6% of those 
under thirty find it harder to trust someone older than them. 
 

How Easy is it to Trust People Older Than You? 
     Total  Under 30 30+  
  Harder     3%    6%    2% 
  Easier   25  28  24 
  The same  72  66  74 
 
 
 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
This poll was conducted at the CBS News interviewing facility among a random sample of 992 adults 
nationwide, interviewed by telephone December 14-18, 2011. Phone numbers were dialed from random 
digit dial samples of both standard land-line and cell phones.  The error due to sampling for results based 
on the entire sample could be plus or minus three percentage points.  The error for subgroups is higher.   
This poll release conforms to the Standards of Disclosure of the National Council on Public Polls
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60 Minutes/Vanity Fair Poll 
December 14 – December 18, 2011 
 
q88 Which comes closest to your feelings about school teachers using social networking 
sites like Facebook or Twitter to interact with their students?   1.  It's okay as long 
as their behavior is appropriate, 2.  It's only OK if  they are using it for academic 
reasons, or 3.  Teachers really shouldn't interact with their       students this way.  
 
                              ******* TOTAL RESPONDENTS *******   
                                        ***** AGE *****  
     Total  18-29 30-44 45-64 65+  
      %        %  %  %  %                   
It's okay if appropriate      24  44 28 13 10 
It's okay only for school     27  15 32 32 30 
They shouldn't do it          45  41 40 51 50 
DK/NA                          4   0  0  4 10 
 
q89 If you were given $100,000 worth of counterfeit $100 bills, what would you do? 1.  
Try to spend them all, 2.  Spend one or two, but that's it. Or 3.  Not spend any. 
 
Spend them all                 6  14  5  1  5 
Spend one or two              10  18 10  5  7 
Not spend any                 83  67 85 92 84 
DK/NA                          1   1  0  2  4 
 
q90 In which one of the following professional sports do you think athletes are most 
likely to sustain a permanent injury that will affect them after they retire? 1. NFL 
football, 2. Martial arts, 3. Boxing, or 4. Hockey.  
 
NFL football                  49  46 49 47 61 
Martial arts                   4   6  3  3  3 
Boxing                        36  30 40 41 26 
Hockey                         8  15  7  6  6 
DK/NA                          3   3  1  3  4 
      
q91 Would you discourage a high school senior that you knew well from attending Penn 
State University, or not?  
 
     Total  Men Women 
      %        %  %  
Yes                            9   8 10 
No                            84  86 82 
DK/NA                          7   6  8 
 
q92 Which one of the following surnames do you think is the most common in the United 
States  1. Evans, 2. Garcia, 3. Lee, 4. Hill, or 5. Smith?  
 
     Total  Northeast Midwest South  West 
      %        %   %   %   %  
Evans                          2   3   1   3   0 
Garcia                        20  17  14  18  32 
Lee                            5   6   4   6   3 
Hill                           1   1   1   1   0 
Smith                         66  63  77  66  57 
DK/NA                          6  10   3   6   8 
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q93 Which of the following types of organizations are you most likely to donate money to   
1. A religious institution, 2. Your alma mater or child's school, 3.  A public radio 
station, 4. An arts institution, 5.  An aid relief organization, 6. Something else, or 7.  
None, I don't share with others?  
 
                              ******************** TOTAL RESPONDENTS ********************        
     Total   Protestants   Catholics   Evangelicals   No Religion 
      %    %       %      %    %  
A religious institution       31   44      28     57    3   
Alma mater or child's school 13    9      18      7   16  
A public radio station         4    2       1      2   11 
An arts institution            5    4       1      4   10 
an aid relief organization    20   18      23     12      26 
Something else                23   20      25     14   29 
None, don't share with others  4    2       3      4    5 
DK/NA                          0    1       1      0         0 
 
q94 Which mythical creature do you think is most likely to actually exist 1. Big Foot, 2.  
The Loch Ness Monster, 3.  Vampires, 4.  Fairies, or 5. Unicorns?  
 
     Total  College Degree No College Degree 
      %        %    %  
Big Foot                      40  33   42 
The Loch Ness Monster         20  26   18 
Vampires                       6   4    6 
Fairies                        4  10      2 
Unicorns                       7   4    8 
DK/NA                         23  23   24 
 
q95 All other things being equal, would you say a man wearing a beard gives a more 
favorable impression, a less favorable impression, or does a beard not affect your 
impression at all?  
 
     Total  Men Women 
      %        %  %  
More favorable                 9  10  9 
less favorable                23  18 28 
No effect                     66  71 61 
DK/NA                          1   1  2 
 
q96 If all food only had one flavor, which of the following would you most like that 
flavor to be 1. Steak, 2. Chocolate, 3. Broccoli, 4. Watermelon, or 5. Mashed potatoes?  
 
Steak                         30  43 18 
Chocolate                     34  26 42 
Broccoli                       6   5  7 
Watermelon                    16  13 18 
Mashed potatoes               12  11 13 
DK/NA                          2   2  2 
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q97 Compared to people your own age or younger, would you say you find it harder to trust 
people older than you, easier to trust people older than you, or does age not make any 
difference?  
 
                              **** TOTAL RESPONDENTS ****   
                                         ***** AGE *****  
     Total  Under 30 30+ 
      %        %   %  
Harder                         3   6   2 
Easier                        25  28  24 
No difference                 72  66  74 
 
Total Respondents: 992 
 


